
Advancing policies and practices that 
sustain working lands, connected 

landscapes, and native species



We are the stewards of our nation's 

resources. It is a daunting task and 

not one we should take lightly but 

what a power, what an opportunity, 

what a gift.

-- Cooper Hibbard, 

Sieben Livestock, MT



WLA GOALS

Community

Policy

Economics 

Stewardship

➢Policy and economic conditions 

promote healthy, intact lands

➢Knowledge and resources for 

successful stewardship

➢The value of private stewardship 

is broadly understood and 

supported



Working Wild Challenge

Landowner-led solutions for Ranching with Wildlife
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Working Wild Challenge

Landowner-led solutions for Ranching with Wildlife
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The Conflict Reduction Consortium
Holding space for people and wildlife

• Communications
• Building a community of practice
• Scaling up conflict reduction efforts
• Economics of working lands



The 4Cs:
A systems-based 
framework for 
conflict reduction
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WWC on the Ground
Elevating Landowner Voices



Colorado Wolf Outreach
Elevating Landowner Voices
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Colorado Wolf Outreach
Elevating Landowner Voices

The 4 C’s 

Economic Viability 
of Working Lands

Landowner 
Engagement 

Stakeholder 
Advisory Group 
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Colorado Wolf Outreach
Elevating Landowner Voices



“I listened to the first three 
episodes of Working Wild U 
yesterday as I drove home 
from the stock/wool 
growers convention in 
Casper. The podcast is 
exceptionally well done, 
revealing the intertwined 
complexity and beauty that 
is the shared working 
landscapes of the American 
West.” - Cat Urbigkit

Podcast: Working Wild 
University

Find us at Workingwild.US

https://workingwild.us/
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Water shortages in the West
Landowner-led solutions

Priorities

Water Shortage 
Response

Watershed Health 
Improvements 



Water shortages in the West
Landowner-led solutions

Key Points

• Respondents unlikely to adopt 
practices as part of formal 
demand management system

• Documented overwhelming 
preference for local approaches 
to managing water shortages and 
a trust gap with non-local 
agencies.

• Understanding the perspectives 
and preferences of agricultural 
water users can help guide the 
development of solutions that 
work for producers and other 
users in the Basin. 
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Forest and Range
Supporting landscape functionality

Grazing Lands Conservation Initiative

Support a western network of grazing lands coalitions and partnerships in
enhancing and sustaining technical assistance delivery to land managers
implementing the tool of grazing as an economically viable resource
stewardship strategy.

Climate Smart Commodities

Regionally pilot a new model of natural resource management,
conservation and market-derived financing that values landscape
functionality for both agriculture commodity production and a full suite
of ecosystem services, including GHG benefits.

For more info email Bre Owens, WLA Working Lands Program Director –
bre@westernlandowners.org
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• Free subscription to our On Land magazine 

• Timely email updates on important news & funding 

opportunities 

• Contribute your voice to state and federal policy that 

impacts landowners 

Become a member of the 

Western Landowners Alliance. 
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TOP              REASONS TO JOIN: 



Working Wild Challenge
Increasing the Influence of Landowners
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Thank 

You
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